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~edy nor impatient consistently succeed.

rHEN Cu ARE PRFSENT

Cumulus clouds are by far the best indica-
n of lift. But often matters are not as sim-

as just flying under a cloud and finding a

'rmal there. Large and inviting clouds may

le from small thermals that can be hard to

ate. Patience is essential, and the search for

under cu needs to be systematic. The

le and place to begin to understand the

.'s lift is right off tow. This should include

ing whether lift is on the upwind or

vnwind side of the clouds, its location

h respect to the sun, and its strength at

ous altirudes. It should be possible to

te lift ro the appearance of clouds, to esti-

"e the lifetime of clouds (this can also be

le on rhe ground), to get a good feel for

size of the day's thermals, and to begin to

~Iop a mental picture of the wind.

I THE BLUE

Beginners and even experienced pilots are

"en needlessly unhappy about flying with-

t any cu for guidance, but it's not all bad

ten the conditions are blue. No clouds

:an no cloud shadows, so lift can be

Jnger and more widespread. No clouds

:an no cloudbase so the height of the lift is

Itrolled by the inversion, not the conden-

ion level. But with no clouds, it is essential

pay a lot more attention to the many

ler thermal clues.

\1) first cross-country flight in the blue was

71) first contest. The task: a seemingly unrea-

able 140 miles with not a cloud in the sky. 1

zt through the gate in doubt only as to whert

ould land out. I didnt, and since I flew very

:lly indeed I had no help from other gliders.

'12ply flew downwind over ground ftatures
r I had read might promote thermals -and

1d them. A more experienced racing pilot
" I am often content to be part of a migrat-

flock, repeatedly transforming itself from a

19 of beads to a helix and back again.

.-
Ibe spent looking at the

tunate that many train-

{ar~os; t~is n~dle~ly

IE IMPORTANCE OF GOING

R THE HIGH GROUND

rhermals favor high ground, and high can

an a few hundred feet. Where I do much

ny flying the basic terrain level is 500 ft

.Hills are seldom more than 1,000 ft msl.

500 ft makes enough difference to justif:-.

':Viation. There are good reasons for this:

ascending a hillside continues to be hear-

the angle of the hillside may allow it to

rure more radiation, sloping ground is
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srick. This causes rhe glider ro slow down

and accelerare upward. A glider in unaccel-

erared flighr ar 50 kr encounrering a 5-kr

updraft will see an increase in the AOA of

about 6 degrees. This is a large change,

given that the full range of rhe AOA is gen-

erally only about 20 degrees.

Thus, any thermal worth climbing in

will usually impart enough verrical acceler-

ation to rhe glider both to indicate lift and

help in riming the turn. This acceleration i

the single best indicarion that useful lift is

present, and that the rime to start rhe turn

is fast approaching. Ir suffers no insrrumen

lag and is proportional to the strength of

the lift.

Timing the turn is imporranr -making

correcrions for misrimed turns takes time.

and even more time is needed to make up

the altitude lost circling in bad air. Figure 1

makes it clear why correct riming marrers.

Anxiet}' when low, excitement when high

and perhaps an elemenr of wishful thinking,

make it easy to srarr the turn too soon -this

is a vef)' common error. There is no sure

way of knowing the optimal time to turn,

bur for the model thermal rhe rule of

thumb of counting to three after getting a

good indication of lift is sound. Abetter

approach is to rely on rhe variomerer: with .

2-second lag, ar 50 kr, the glider is abour

160 feer ahead of rhe vario, so srarting rhe

turn ar rhe firsr indicarion of decreasing lift

will position rhe glider nicely.
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lift, or even sink, and will continue to do so t

for a good fraction of the circle. When this ,

,

happens, and when the turn has been t

..

timed correctly, the correction can be made ~

by waiting until the glider has come around f

.to right angles to the entry direction, t

:.. rolling out, then rolling back in again. This j

~ will move the glider closer to the center of t

I NEW CIRCLE I -./ the lift as is shown in Figure 4. The skill lies f

I " '-""'-'..L I in knowing the distance to fly before rolling l

, back in again. A good starting point is to t

I INITIAL CIRCLE I increase the distance flown after rolling out

I.." ..nL '-"",",LL I in proportion to the time spent in poor lift.

It is better to err on the side of too small a

Figure 4: The Initial correction. With the vario heading down for more than half the initial correction, since it is easy to repeat the

circle its time for the correction: As the glider comes around to a heading 90° to the entry maneuver the next time around.

heading, rollout. then roll back in again. moving the circle in the direction of the lift. This

only works if the entry into the turn is reasonably well timed. Centering

It is helpful to translate seconds of vario

I LANDMARK I l ag to a ftaction of a typical circle. I'm

LANDMARK

ffj,. assuming that a circle takes about. 16 se~-

~ onds (45° bank), and that the vano lag Is 2

.seconds -118 of a circle. You should check

,:J!'r6,i '.. ~ I NEW CIRCLE J your vario's lag: I ROLLOUT HEADING I 6::~... .~:.. When the glider IS established. In ~ ci~cle

...but not yet centered, the correctIon IS sim-

ple: 114 of a turn after the actual point of

.rINI~IAL CIRCLE I worst lift, smoothly roll to wings level, then

,,;c: back to the original bank. Allowing 118 of a

C1,

I WORST v ARlO I-~~ADING I turn for vario lag, the correction should be
WORST v ARlO HEADING. ..

applIed 118 of a turn after the Indicated

point of worst lift.

This mayor may not center the thermal,

I TRUE WORST HEADING I but it will move the glider towards the cen-

ter of the lift. The correction should be

Figure 5: Centering. In a 45° bank, a 2 second vario lag is 1/8 of a circle, or 45°. This is repeated during each circle until a more-or.

easy to judge. 45° after the worst vario reading is the time to rollout. This, too, is easy to less steady climb is indicated.

judge since the bisector of the wing and the fuselage a.'(is is 45° from the worst vario head- It is easy to establish the heading on

ing. At the worst vario heading, find a landmark on this bisecto1: which to roll out: At the indicated point of

worst lift look for a feature on the ground

as the vario promptly heads south, more or tional clues, it's likely that the turn into the aligned with the bisector of the low wing

less as soon as the turn is started in what had thermal will be in the wrong direction. It and the fuselage axis, then roll out heading

been 4 kts up. In all three cases -turning helps to know that geometry and probabili- toward that feature. This procedure is sho\vn

too soon, too .late, or at the perfect time -a cy, not caprice, account for this. in Figure 5.

correction will be needed. There is no need to wait until the second

CLIMBING IN THERMAlB time around the circle to do this. The initial

Entering on a Chord There are many ways to center a thermal. correction can (and should) also be made

It's more likely that the thermal will be What follows is a basic technique that with the aid of the variometer and exacrly

entered on a chord (Figure 3b,c), and in this works well and is easy to learn. It has been the same considerations apply: 118 of the

case there is aright way and a wrong way to described by many others.3,4 Plan to prac- circle following the point of indicated \\,orst

turn. The good news is that there is some tice and master this basic technique, then lift, roll out for about a second (~ 80 ft). If

chance that the glider, birds, or even debris experiment with other centering methods. everything has gone according to plan, the

will provide a clue. glider will be on a heading 270 ° ftom its

The chance of turning the wrong way The Initial Correction entry heading, it will be accelerating verti-

when entering a thermal on a chord is 50%.. Only rarely will there be constant lift in cally ("surge"), and the vario will start to

Add to this the certainty of turning the the first circle. Far more often the vario will head up. Roll back in again. Repeat as nec-

wrong way when entering on a diameter, at some point (not necessarily immediately essary. Small errors in the timing are nor

and it is clear that in the absence of addi- on entering the turn) indicate decreasing important -provided they are less than
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I I ,00- L L I GLIDER D 60" I SOME COMMON

I ,,",FT I... ~ ;; I U...UIO"U,OV I BEGINNER'S MISTAKES

GLIDERC 45" .,~ -= I / I GLIDERC,45" I. Failure to fly round clfcles (cons~t

'6 / I,.. .~rn n .~" I airspeed and bank angle).
~ -~ ~I GLIDERB,30- I

: .Circling on any blip from the vario,
~ ~ / I ~LIDER A, 30" lLIDER A 30" without a good indication of reall1ft,4k'T --, <

~ ~ .Circling on the first indication of'

~ -~ lift, rather than trying to time the:,
first turn properly. ,

~I
/)..-T Circling in huge 15-degree banked

I., k'T I -tu.ms while steeply-banked gliders"
I .7 K , I clImb better. c

+---1 1 /1IVI ~~ .-,\ti,'

.Failure to make a small correCtion?,': ,;, ,
Figure 6:- Optimizing The Climb, Glider A is neither centered nor optimized, Glider B, with each circle until a thermal is,'~j~;:c:/

with the same size circle is centered and climbing bettel: Glider C has a smaller, centered centered. ,:i,~~;,

c~rcle and, is able to z:se better ail: Glider D is in even better ail; but the bank is so steep that. Failure to spot :birds, developing "f!~~3

stnk rate tS now an ISsue, cumulus clouds, and climbing glid5~"i:

"""
about 20 degrees, the circle will still be. Circling in 2-knot.lifr while nearbyl't',i,

shifred in the right direction, Notes: , gliders climbar 5 knots, ",i~~",

1, Just a Ltttle Fastel; Please, J- Cochrane, . Ch .- 1- I 'd . h"'?'
O ' ., -asmg every clrc mg g I er, wit -"",

p tlmlzm g Soanng, Sept, 2000- h' .f h ' il l ,
, , out watc mg to see It eyre aCtualy

Once centered, It remams to optimize 2, Cross-Country Soanng; H. Retchmann, I . b.",h I .fr d k d h ."" " c Im mg.
tel , an to eep centere .Bot require JJJ"l, 1",,!,1'
constant attention and work, The pilot 3. The Simple Science of Flight -From Insects. Trying to get the last 200' of climq",
who can talk on the radio while climbing to Jumbo Jets, H. Tennekes. MIT Press, from a thermal whose strength h~,;~~"t:,
is nor working hard enough. Figure 6 illus- 1992. dropped by hal[ ,3!,!~i"
crates the potential for optimizing the lifr. 4. Gliding, D. Piggott, A.C. Black, 1986: . S ..: h th ,i",!,'i'
F ti GI ' d A . h - h 5 " ' A r tVT S II R Ih tarmg ar mstruments rat er an"I',lii,

or re erence, I er IS s own nelt er -Joanng cross I.-ountry, w, cuu, t' am I l ki... d ,,!#!id ., d GI .d B - B ks 198 c 00 ng OUtSI e- 'c«"
centere nor optimize. I er IS cen- 00 , u. '?",":ii'

,;",i"
tered, but the circle diameter keeps the 6: Meteorology and Flight -A Pilots Guide to. Settling for weak climbs on a day,!:!~¥ft;,

glider in 5-6 kt air. Glider C, with a small- the Weathel; Tom Bradbury A, C, Black, when strong thermals are availabk:',~Fr

er circle, may be able to climb better since 1989, .' , , ,!,:'ic"
onlya relatively small increase in sink rate. Trymg to spend all ~ay wlthl~ 50,9",;,f"

is associated with the smaller circle in 6-7 of cloudbase; assummg theres no;:,'":t~"

~t air. Glid,er D is likel~ to find that the -w~y to climb from 2000' ag; (eve~',~:

mcreased smk rate (which about doubles m glIders off tow do,so all day ong).";!!,,,,;,
,',

going from a 45° to a 60° bank) cancels. Blaming the glider for the pilot's :::;;,,:!i'
the advantage of being in better air, As the A~out the author: shortcomings; assuming that only',~:'i~?I:

I.d I ' b h d . f th h I Richard ,'«'?'c

g I _er c I~ s, t e lameter 0, et erma -expensive gliders can climb well, ';:!\~;;i,

ry~lcally mcreas,es, and the clfcle should be Keller~~ lIves .' .."""

, adjusted accordmgly, and flies m !rymg to learn,rhermalm? Wlrh ~,i~!!

~ Southeastern madequate varlo (no audio or TE,!,I«;,

! CONCLUSION Pennsylvania, compensarion), "i4,;'"
I '-l l d 'ffi I fi d between rhe west- ,1"
ts real y not very I ICU t to n , center. Assumin g rhat ex pensive instrumerii:S

,. d ' - I 'fr - f ti ' I I ernmost reach of, ;1,'

an optimize II a ew simp e ru es are are the key to successful thermalmg.'

followed, When they are, and with a little. th~ Bermuda, .,

practice, it is possible ro sray alofr for as High and the Appal~chlan Mountams- .Failure to master rhe basics of rhernia-

long as there is lifr, and to flyas far as the He manages to fly hls ASW-27 for ling before trying special rechniques",,"

lifr will allow. about 120 hours a year, He also tows. , , ";"!'
I ' al ' bl fl ti th ds f g liders and for rhe p asr few years has .Failure to expenmenr wirh other ;"" -

tls SOpOSSI eto yor ousan 0 th al " h ' h ,1' '
d d th th d d erm ma tec nl q ues once r e , ,hours and tens of rhousands of cross coun- presl e over e wea er, goo an .t> ;;{"'ii,""

, b d M 'ffi ' C basICS are mastered. ",,'
try miles, and still be learning, so great are: ' at ~ontesrs at I m °,unry ',1,

the challenges and opporruniries of soaring, Airporr m central PennsylvanIa. "«!,,,
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